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Chapter 1530

Apart for a while?

Phillip seemed to hear the sound of fragmentation deep in his heart.

The two will be separated soon after they get married?

“Phillip, you blame yourself for this matter. You haven’t dealt with your
relationship problems well, so you were with her. At the beginning, were you
still confused about the relationship and didn’t look forward to anything at all?
All the things that happened are actually your irresponsible performance,
including the last time you went to save Jessica in the fire, and your girlfriend
was outside. I think the impact is big enough for her. Let’s do it again. You still
haven’t chosen her. Do you think in Marry’s heart, can she still have
confidence?”

Stella’s words could be described as Zhuji, Phillip was speechless.

She couldn’t fault her words, and even made Phillip aware of a very crucial
point in this matter.

That is, he saved Jessica not only once.

In the last big fire, he rushed into the fire to save Jessica, but his whole body
was injured. Later, when Jessica sometimes saw the burns on his body, he
always showed distressed expressions.



Marry Jiang had already remembered that matter, but Marry had forgiven him
at the time, so he didn’t care.

But if the same thing happens again, it doesn’t mean Marry will still not care.

Thinking of this, Phillip felt extremely regretful in his heart, but it had already
happened, and now she can’t think about it again.

“The words I said to you are from my heart. If something like this happened
between me and Ye Moshen…”

Before this sentence was finished, Ye Moshen interrupted her: “Don’t talk
nonsense, how could I leave you to save other women? I won’t even look at it
for one more time, let alone save it.”

Stella actually gave Phillip an example of herself and Ye Moshen, so that
things became more intuitive, and it didn’t mean that such things would
happen between the two.

She glanced at Ye Moshen helplessly, and scolded softly: “Did I say it would
happen? For example, what are you nervous about?”

“Uh.”

“Or, are you guilty?”

“How is it possible?” Ye Moshen clasped her shoulders. “Wife, this kind of
thing can only be done by Phillip’s stupid melon. My wife is the most important
thing. I still understand this truth.”

Phillip who was called a dumb melon: “…”



Mr. Walter, can you give me some face? This is still in the call, even if you
want to complain about me, can’t you wait until the phone hangs up and then
complain again?

Phillip is simply one head and two big ones.

Then he heard Ye Moshen say to him: “Phillip, did you hear what I just said?”

“Ok.”

Phillip replied dullly.

“So you say you are a dumb? No matter what the moment, just choose your
own woman.”

Walter deeply understood this point.

“Okay, you shut up.”

Stella stretched out her hand to push Ye Moshen away, and continued to say
to Phillip: “The example I just gave you is like this. If something like this
happens between me and Mo Shen, then I will definitely choose to separate
the paragraph. Time to calm down.”

“What about after calming down?”

This is what Phillip worries most. After he is worried, Marry Jiang will ignore
him again.

After calming down?

Stella said faintly: “Then it depends on how deep she feels for you.”



Hearing, Phillip’s heart shook for a while, “Young lady, what do you mean by
this?”

“It means that if she has a deep affection for you, nothing can separate you,
she will come back to you after the cooling-off period, but if she doesn’t like
you that much, she will see more clearly in the process of calming down. After
what I thought and thought, I would basically never come back.”

After hearing the latter sentence, he would basically never come back again,
and Phillip did not speak for a long time.

But Ye Moshen, who had time to make fun of Phillip before, became quiet at
this moment, his eyes looked at Stella with complicated eyes.

Probably realizing Phillip’s silence, Stella sighed, “Sometimes fate is like this. I
know you don’t want her to leave you, otherwise you wouldn’t think of using
some self-harming methods to let her stay. I’m off. But Phillip, the
psychological torment and pain she is currently suffering must be more
serious than you think. It will be pain for both of them to stay. Can you
understand what I mean?”

Phillip still didn’t answer, and Stella said again: “When you do nothing, it’s
better to try what I told you. Sometimes letting her leave doesn’t mean you
really leave. Retreat is a way of understanding. Don’t understand?”

This time, without waiting for Phillip’s answer, Ye Moshen said softly: “He
should have listened, but he hasn’t decided yet. Let him think about it.”

Stella also agreed with Ye Moshen’s words, so she nodded and hung up the
phone.

After hanging up the phone, Stella thought for a while, “Is what I said just now
is a bit heavy? Can you think Phillip can think about it?”



“Whether you want to open it is not something you worry about. You have
analyzed it for him very seriously, and everything after that is up to his own
choice.”

It is also said that no one can make a choice instead.

She is Stella, she has her own opinions, but Phillip is not her, so she can only
give herself advice. As for how to choose, it all depends on Phillip’s own
ideas.

Thinking of this, Stella stuffed the phone back to Ye Moshen.

“He did not do it right, and if you do it someday, I will definitely not forgive
you.”

“Impossible.” Ye Moshen took the phone and put it on the table casually. He
stepped forward and encircled Stella who was about to leave. “Even if all men
in the world might do this kind of thing, your man Neither.”

As he spoke, his voice gradually lowered and moved closer to her red lips:
“You will always be the only one in your man’s eyes.”

“Just talk, don’t…well.”

After Phillip hung up the phone and sat in a chair alone, his mind was messy
before, but at this moment, he felt all around him was extremely quiet, and the
messy thoughts in his mind began to sort out the same.

If it hadn’t been for Stella to remind him, Phillip would have almost forgotten
the incident on the fire scene. For Marry, that incident must have been very
deep in his memory, right?

She should have grown a small seed in her heart since that incident.



It’s just that this seed is just a seed before something specific is encountered.

But when it encounters certain things, it will no longer be a seed, it will take
root and sprout, which grows higher and higher in Marry Jiang’s heart.

Now regret and pain, but time can’t come back again, is it really necessary to
let her leave and calm down for a while?

If this is the case, what would he do? What about the child?

Chapter 1531

After the incident that day, Phillip seemed to know that he was wrong, and did
not come to Marry Jiang to cause her trouble. He usually only showed up
when she needed him. When the matter was over, Phillip consciously followed
her. It disappeared before her eyes.

It was completely different from the appearance of Phillip who had guarded
her before. Marry was startled by Phillip like this at first. Could it be that she
was afraid that he would be angry again, so she didn’t dare to approach him
anymore?

But after thinking about it, Marry Jiang felt that Phillip should have changed
his strategy.

Hmph, no matter what route he took, Marry Jiang’s thoughts remained
unchanged.

She had already thought about it, she still wanted to leave for a while.

“It’s just that during this time I get along well with the child, the child seems to
be very attached to her, and there is a saying that mother and child are
connected with each other, I don’t know if it is true.”



Because she always felt that the child knew that she was leaving, every time
she looked at her, her eyes were pitiful, and she always behaved in front of
Marry.

It’s exactly that, I will behave well, don’t leave me, OK?

It may be because Marry Jiang thinks too much, that’s why she feels this way.
In fact, it may be that her child is already behaved.

Sometimes, Marry Jiang would hold the child and caress his cheek, then
squeeze his cheek, helplessly: “If you choose, would you choose father? Or
choose mother?”

Of course, it’s impossible for a child not long after birth to answer her
question, Marry Jiang smiled bitterly; “I’m so stupid, how could I ask you this
question? You don’t understand what I’m saying now. What, let alone speak.”

After finishing talking, Marry Jiang stretched out her hand and stroked the little
guy’s head again. Her child’s hair is not so dense now, but they are all very
soft hairs, and she can’t help but touch it a second time.

“I really don’t want to leave my baby. You said that if I take you away, your
father will be angry? And if I take you away, he will definitely not let me go
easily.”

Marry Jiang sighed gently, then pressed his face to the child’s cheek, and a
clear tear slipped silently from the corner of her eye.

Not long after she gave birth to him, she was about to separate from flesh and
blood. Marry Jiang thought she could do it before, but she found that she was
more and more reluctant after contacting him during this period of time.

Therefore, she was afraid of reluctance before, so it was right not to touch or
even hold the child.



But damn it, why did she feel relieved that day?

Obviously knowing that was their strategy, but she still walked in by herself,
because she was the child’s mother.

Time passed day by day, and soon Marry Jiang had finished her confinement,
and there was no reason for everyone to stop her from going out. Marry Jiang
was fully prepared for everything during this time.

“I bought a lot of things for her children, and she checked a lot of information
on the Internet, and finally prepared things for her children to use for 18
years.”

Phillip knew all these things, but he thought about it very clearly during this
period, so he didn’t stop her.

Until Marry Jiang got everything ready, bought the ticket, packed her clothes,
pulled the suitcase and went downstairs silently, and then ran into Phillip
downstairs.

Phillip saw her really dragging the suitcase to walk out, and the moment was
really heartbroken.

During this time, he minimized his sense of existence, not to disturb her, and
hoped to take this opportunity to calm her down.

He had extravagant hopes, hoping that she could think clearly.

Sure enough, it is extravagant hope.

Marry Jiang didn’t expect to meet him here, did he want to stop her from
letting her go?



“Do you have to go?”

However, what surprised her was that Phillip’s voice was very calm, and he
could not hear any emotions, as if he had been mentally prepared in advance.

He was so calm, Marry Jiang had no intention of quarreling with him, so she
nodded.

“Ok.”

She originally thought Phillip would be angry, but she still kept calm again,
nodded, and even said, “Did you buy a ticket or a plane ticket? I’ll give it to
you.”

While talking, Marry Jiang was not given any time to be surprised, she had
already taken out the car key.

“No need.”

If he wanted to leave, he actually wanted to send it. It was strange no matter
how he thought about it, so Marry Jiang refused him.

Phillip walked up to her and took the suitcase in her hand without help, “Let
me see you off, one last time.”

Getting closer, Marry Jiang smelled a strong smell of smoke on her body.

When Phillip was in a bad mood, Marry Jiang didn’t know that he would use
alcohol to soothe his sorrows, but it was the first time he discovered the habit
of smoking.

“You smoked?”



She asked subconsciously.

Phillip paused, and then said: “Smoke a little.”

“Study these two days?”

“No, I learned it very early.” It was indeed the two days, but Phillip was afraid
to admit that Marry Jiang would have a psychological burden in the future.

Now that they have decided to let her go, don’t talk about other burdens on
her.

When Marry Jiang heard him say this, she didn’t ask any more. After that,
Phillip put her suitcase in the trunk. When he bent down, Marry Jiang noticed
that the bones of his back were all revealed.

During this time, he lost a lot of weight, and his eye sockets were also sunk a
lot.

It hurts a bit, but some things just couldn’t get past that hurdle. Marry Jiang
retracted her gaze and got into the passenger seat and fastened her seat belt.

After Phillip came in, she told him directly.

“Airport.”

After speaking these two words, Marry Jiang closed her eyes, obviously
meaning that she did not want to speak any more.

Both of them were very silent along the way. The car was quieter on the road
at midnight, and the city fell into a peaceful sleep, but the street lights were
still bright, and they accompanied them all the way to the airport.



After getting out of the car, Phillip went to carry Marry Jiang’s suitcase again.
Marry Jiang wanted to take it, but she listened to him.

“Send you to the security checkpoint.”

After speaking, he left. Marry Jiang’s luggage was with him and she could only
helplessly follow.

Afterwards, Phillip actually handled a series of procedures for her, and after
finishing it, he went to queue for security check.

Although it was midnight, there were really a lot of people in the airport queue,
but there were still some teams with fewer people. Phillip chose a crowded
team to line up with Marry Jiang.

Seeing the crowd moving, he heard himself asking her in a very calm voice.

“When are you coming back?”

Marry Jiang: “I don’t know.”

“Okay, then I will wait for you at home, you can come back whenever you
want.”

Marry Jiang didn’t answer him, and the atmosphere between the two was
obviously embarrassing. After the security check was completed one by one,
it was Marry Jiang’s turn. Phillip suddenly reached out and pulled her into his
arms.

Marry Jiang was startled by the sudden behavior. Before he could react,
Phillip severely grabbed his lips.

This is the airport…



Marry Jiang wanted to push him away, but Phillip clasped her shoulders with
great strength, and the pressure on her lips was also extremely heavy, which
made her hurt.

Chapter 1532
It’s heavy and painful.

Marry Jiang couldn’t push him away at all, so she could only let him run over
her lips over and over again, brushing her teeth.

She felt that the smell of smoke was too strong when she got closer, and now
she can intuitively realize how much smoke he smokes when she gets
together.

He doesn’t know how long it has passed before Phillip finally let go of her,
pressed her forehead, and looked at her deeply.

“Go, I will always wait for you here, it doesn’t matter how long.”

After speaking, Phillip released the restraint on her shoulder, and even
pushed her to the security checkpoint behind him. Marry Jiang thought he was
unwilling to let himself go, so he was just a parting kiss?

“Don’t look back, if you don’t want to come back to me, don’t give me hope.”

When she said this, Phillip’s eyes turned red.

The 1.8-meter-tall man looked at Marry Jiang’s eyes in the crowded place like
this.



Marry Jiang seemed to have thousands of needles pierced in her heart, and
before the tears fell, she furiously turned around and went to the security
check door.

After a series of inspections, a gaze followed her closely, and Marry Jiang
never looked back.

After she packed up her luggage, she dragged the suitcase away.

From the back, from Phillip’s point of view, she walked resolutely and
decisively, without any nostalgia.

She didn’t see Marry Jiang’s tears all over her face, let alone Phillip didn’t
want her to turn back, she didn’t dare to turn back.

During these hours of getting along, her feelings for Phillip have reached a
certain level, and the choice to leave is even more painful for her.

However, she felt that if she didn’t leave, she couldn’t figure out some things
at all.

She didn’t want to be wronged for the sake of her children, she believed that
Phillip had the sense of responsibility to raise her children well.

She is a cruel mother.

Marry Jiang was pulling the suitcase, walking fast, passing pedestrians looked
at her and looked strangely at her. She didn’t want to pay attention to it, and
soon found the waiting area and adjusted it in the nearby toilet. Own
emotions.

After adjusting, Marry Jiang patted her cheek and smiled hard in the mirror.



It’s nothing, she doesn’t love him, so just leave. She is so free and easy, this is
something to be happy about.

If she doesn’t love him and if she still forcibly stays by his side, she is
aggrieved, this is a fool!

“Look, Marry Jiang, how brave you are.”

After cheering for herself, Marry Jiang’s mood finally improved, and she took
the suitcase to the waiting room to wait.

And the other side

Phillip opened the door and wanted to go to the child’s room to take a look.
Who knew that when he entered the door, he found the light in the room was
on. Liang Yahe and Du Xiaoyu were sitting there, their eyes were red,
obviously. Cried.

The three of them looked at each other, Liang Yahe suddenly rushed over
from the sofa, beating and cursing at Phillip.

“You are a useless thing. I really wasted resources when I gave birth to you.
My wife can’t control it. What can you do?”

Faced with Liang Yahe’s beating and scolding, Phillip did not fight back or
resist. He always stood there like a wooden man, beating and scolding.

In the end, Du Xiaoyu really couldn’t stand it anymore, and went forward to La
Liang Yahe: “Okay, don’t get angry anymore, Marry has already left, it’s
useless for you to beat him to death now.”

“Why it’s useless, I beat him to death and relieved my anger. This stinky guy
really disappointed me.”



“Okay!” Du Xiaoyu’s voice became heavy, and she pulled her aside, “Don’t do
this anymore. Although Phillip is your child, you can’t beat and scold him like
this, forget it. Besides, this matter It’s not wrong for Marry to leave, but since
their young people have their own choices, they let them go.”

Speaking of this, Du Xiaoyu paused, and slowly said, “Just like when we went
to fortune-telling before, they still want to get married. It’s the same now.
Respect the children’s ideas.”

Liang Yahe was hit by her, and suddenly she didn’t know what to say, so she
closed her eyes helplessly.

The child in the room suddenly cried loudly, and it was the one crying fiercely.
Liang Yahe and Du Xiaoyu hurriedly went to the room to coax the child,
leaving Phillip alone.

Before Liang Yahe was holding him by the collar, he was still able to stand
firm, and when the people left, he slid weakly against the wall.

Marry is gone, really gone.

She left him, will she come back in the future?

Although he is willing to wait, can he wait?

Phillip closed his eyes and his heart was fragmented. What appeared before
him was all the scenes of being with Marry Jiang in the past, and there were
no extra images of other people.

It turned out that his heart had been unknowingly occupied by the
unknowingly and generous little girl, but he didn’t know it, he had been
confused and had not confessed to her seriously.

If things were to happen again, would he still choose this way?



Such thoughts turned over and over in Phillip’s mind, and it was extremely
painful.

After staying up all night like this, Du Xiaoyu cooked the porridge and called
him to eat.

“Thank you mom, I’m not hungry.” After Phillip tactfully rejected Du Xiaoyu’s
kindness, he got up and walked in the direction of the room.

“Phillip, stop!” Du Xiaoyu called him directly: “Are you not sleeping or eating
now? Are you worthy of Marry?”

Hearing, Phillip’s steps stopped and he didn’t move forward.

“Marry is gone now. If you don’t cheer up, how can you take care of the child?
She left the child in the hope that you can take good care of it.”

Du Xiaoyu took a deep breath and slowly said, “I know, as Marry’s mother, I
am very selfish to say these things, but Marry is my daughter, and I know her
very well when I am a mother. She will not be unreasonable. Just do some
excessive things. There must be a reason why she will leave you. As for the
reason, I don’t want to go into it.”

These words came to Phillip’s heart.

Indeed, Marry would leave for a reason, it was her fault.

“Sorry, I’m not good.”

“Then what are you doing now? When I told Marry about fortune-telling, this
kid insisted on marrying you. Since I was young, I never saw her stubbornly
trying to do anything. What happened? I thought she I really found my own
happiness. Who knew that this kind of thing happened not long after you got
married? To be honest, are you sorry Marry?”



Phillip could hardly answer the question from his mother-in-law.

“Can’t answer, or are you embarrassed to say?”

Phillip still did not answer.

“If you can’t say anything, then you go and eat breakfast for me now, then go
to rest and cheer up. I know my daughter’s character, and maybe she will
come back when she figured it out.”

Hearing, there was a light in Phillip’s eyes, “Really?”

Chapter 1533
“Of course, I know my daughter’s character, and I won’t lie to you.”

With the assurance of his mother-in-law, Phillip revived and immediately went
to have a porridge to rest.

Probably because of thoughts and hopes, a series of things that Phillip did
afterwards became more vigorous. He brought the child by himself, made milk
powder for the child, and gave him all kinds of things.

He changed from a strong young man to a housewife and took on the family.

And while waiting, Phillip was also very clean and self-conscious. He would be
on the line at two o’clock every day and go straight home to take the children
after get off work.

One of the company employees even saw him alone and wanted to get close
to him.



The girl took the initiative to say: “I don’t mind if you have been married or if
you have children. I am willing to treat the children as my own children.”

This is really sincere.

Phillip said to that with a solemn expression: “Sorry, I mind, I have been
waiting for my wife to come back.”

The girl’s face was a little pale, and she whispered: “She has already left, I’m
afraid she won’t come back again, will she? You wait so hard, when will you
wait?”

Phillip smiled and said, “I can wait anytime. Anyway, I will only wait for her in
this life, and there will be no other women.”

Firm and gentle.

Seeing Phillip like this, girls are sad and envious at the same time. How happy
is it to be loved by such a man? But she knew she couldn’t force him, so she
could only say to him: “Well, bless you, you can definitely wait until your wife
comes back.”

Hearing, Phillip’s expression finally loosened, and he looked up at the other
party.

“Thank you, and wish you the happiness that belongs to you as soon as
possible.”

The girl saw that he finally looked at herself, her eyes were red, and she
stretched out her hand to put her hair behind her ears, “I guess I can’t find it.
Actually, I don’t like you either. I used to have a boyfriend, but I can’t give
birth. I broke up.”



Having said that, she paused, and then slowly said: “I can’t have children in
my life. That’s why I said I want to treat children as my own.”

Phillip was stunned. He didn’t expect that she would be barren. He felt a little
sympathetic. Because of the words she blessed him, Phillip comforted her.

“It’s okay, you will definitely find someone willing to accept you in the future.”

“Thank you.”

After that, Phillip went home to take the children, and then wrote a diary,
turned on the computer to reward Marry for the works recently sent out.

This is what he does every day.

Although Marry Jiang has left, her works are still being updated/newed every
day. Phillip will carefully watch her newly published content every day to guess
whether her mood today is good or bad, and do such things Has become a
habit of Phillip.

Moreover, watching Marry Jiang’s new content every day, she would give
Phillip a kind. She was not too far away from him. She could see and feel her
every day.

After that, Stella called and asked about Phillip’s situation, and sighed after
learning that Marry had left, and then comforted him a few words.

Among this incident, the one who felt most guilty was Marry.

After she knew what happened, she was embarrassed to send a message to
Marry Jiang, but left her an excuse, and then never contacted her again.



Every time Marry Jiang opened WeChat, she watched Jessica’s WeChat
message to himself and stayed on those three words. Every time he wanted
to reply, but didn’t know what to say, the list finally slipped down, watching this
paragraph. Time to send her a caring person.

There are sugar cubes, her editor, her mother, her mother-in-law Liang Yahe,
and her father. A series of relatives and friends are asking her what’s wrong.

Marry Jiang didn’t reply to a message, nor did he send it to Moments. He just
updated/updated his work on time every day, and then watched the readers’
comments and replies, and lived a nearly lonely life alone with the contribution
fee.

This kind of life lasted for about half a year, and loneliness seemed to have
become a habit, but Marry Jiang had become less and less wanting to be
alone recently.

She missed her child very much, and she didn’t know how he was. After half a
year, would he walk? Still can talk? If you see her, can he call mother?

Missing grew rapidly like vines, climbing quickly, and soon entangled Marry
Jiang’s heart, so she thought of returning to China to see her children.

Marry Jiang packed her things that day, and then bought a ticket to return
home.

She planned to secretly go back and take a look, but she still didn’t see Phillip.

Back to this city again, she didn’t expect that half a year had passed, and
when I got off the plane, I felt familiar.

Unexpectedly, after half a year of absence, she still felt this sense of
belonging, probably because she was born here since she was a child. Marry
Jiang looked around while walking.



“Obviously I have been away for half a year, but the plants and trees here are
still very familiar, and I feel cordial no matter how you look at it. And she lived
alone in an apartment abroad for half a year. When she woke up in the
bedroom every day, she was still a little confused and felt that she woke up
every day in a very strange place.”

But here is different.

The aunt who was on the same plane with Marry Jiang was probably too
boring. She pulled her to talk on the plane. After getting off the plane, the two
of them got on the same bus. When she saw Marry Jiang, she rushed over
very kindly. Chat with her.

“Girl, I didn’t expect to meet you again. Are you going home?”

Marry Jiang paused, then nodded.

“Ok.”

In fact, where did she go home, she just wanted to secretly visit her son, so
she hesitated for a long time before nodding?

The aunt didn’t notice her pause and hesitation, she was still very
enthusiastic, “Seeing you are still so young, did you come back from studying
abroad?”

Hearing, Marry Jiang shook her head awkwardly: “No, I just go out and play
abroad casually.”

“Oh, that’s how it is, then you did not allow anyone else?”

The more Marry Jiang listened, the more he felt that something was wrong, so
why did she ask her if she didn’t have a family, does this aunt in front of her
have the qualifications to be a matchmaker?



Sure enough, without waiting for her answer, the aunt smiled and said: “You
see that the bus can also run into this is also a kind of fate. My son does not
have a girlfriend yet, do you want to get to know him? I was on the plane
earlier. I think you are approachable.”

Hearing, Marry Jiang could only smile wryly, she was so approachable, it was
the aunt in front of her that was too approachable, and she was embarrassed
to refuse to chat with her.

Now she actually wants to meet her son?

This is embarrassing. Marry Jiang smiled and said softly: “I’m sorry, auntie, I
can’t get to know your son anymore, I already have children.”

Hearing, the aunt was quite surprised: “Is there a child?”

“Well, I came back to China this time to see the children.”

Chapter 1534
Hearing that she was coming to see the child, the aunt didn’t know what to
say for a moment.

After all, she wanted to introduce her son to others before, but they even had
a son, which was quite embarrassing.

“Then you are so young, you can’t tell that you have had a baby.”

In the end, the aunt could only tell her about the topic with other words, haha,
Marry Jiang smiled and nodded politely.

After getting off the bus, Marry Jiang took the subway home.



After that, she booked a room in a nearby hotel, and after placing her luggage,
she thought about how to look at the child.

After all, her child is still very young, and it is unrealistic to go to see him at
home, but how do we get him out? Marry Jiang didn’t think about this
relationship before, so he ran back to the country recklessly.

If he went to see him at home, would Phillip think he came back to look for
him?

She still hasn’t figured out exactly what her heart is like, although she misses
him all the time, but more often she thinks of his abandoning herself.

Those pains hadn’t passed yet, so she couldn’t let go.

This time she came back and planned to take a peek and leave.

Have to think of a way.

Call her mother directly? After all, this seems to be the most intuitive way, but
after letting mother know, will she tell Phillip?

Finally after thinking about it, Marry Jiang still didn’t think of a good way. After
spending two days in the hotel alone, she ordered food when she was hungry,
and then didn’t go anywhere. The day was a bit hazy.

Finally, she drank some wine before calling Du Xiaoyu.

When the phone was connected, Marry Jiang couldn’t help but want to laugh
at herself. She didn’t expect that she would contact her mother now, and she
would need to drink alcohol to get the courage, otherwise she would not be
able to call.



It feels sad to think about it.

Obviously, her life was arrogant and unrestrained, but what happened during
the recent period has made herself like this.

“Hey?”

Du Xiaoyu’s slightly trembling/trembling voice pulled her sanity back to reality.

Marry Jiang came back to her senses, pulling the corner of her lips, and it took
a long time to find her voice.

“Mom…”

Hearing this mom, Du Xiaoyu on the other side of the phone almost broke
down and cried, because since Marry decided to leave, she has not contacted
herself again.

Du Xiaoyu wanted to contact her, but every time she called her, she couldn’t
get through. She didn’t expect Marry to call her actively today, so Du Xiaoyu
was extremely excited.

“Little, little white.”

The two breathed each other, their eyes were red after speaking, and their
voices were a little choked.

“Would you like to call mom? Mom thought, you won’t want to talk to mom
anymore.”

Marry Jiang’s eye sockets were so red that she kept holding back the tears, so
she could only open her eyes wide and pursed her lips lightly before saying



slowly; “No, how could it be possible to ignore it forever,” It’s just that I didn’t
dare to contact my mom some time ago, for fear that you will persuade me.”

“Stupid boy.” Du Xiaoyu whispered to her: “How could Mom blame you for the
choices you made yourself? Mom is just afraid you are unhappy. It’s been half
a year. Have you figured it out?”

When this question was raised, Marry Jiang was silent.

Hearing that there had been no response from Marry Jiang on the phone for a
long time, Du Xiaoyu knew that she had asked the wrong question, smiled
awkwardly, and changed the subject, “Look at what I am asking, Marry can do
whatever he wants. Where are you now? Are you abroad?”

Marry Jiang paused for a long time, her eyes lightly lifted and fell on the
window sill, looking at the brilliant sunshine outside the window, closing her
eyes and feeling it carefully, and then slowly speaking after opening her eyes.

“I’m in the country now.”

Hearing, Du Xiaoyu was really taken aback, and she was very pleasantly
surprised to receive her daughter’s initiative to call her, but she was still in
China.

For a while, she was so excited that she didn’t know what to say, and she was
incoherent for a long time. She was afraid that she said her daughter didn’t
like to listen, and her daughter was so angry that she hung up the phone, or
left again.

This journey took half a year, and the pain of thinking for half a year is really
difficult.



Not only misses, but also various other emotions, worrying about whether she
didn’t sleep well outside, did she suffer hardships, would encounter bad
people, and what to do if she fell ill?

So speak very carefully.

Half a year ago, her mother was not talking to herself like this. Since the time
when she started to resist her mother, Du Xiaoyu has been very careful with
her, talking and doing things.

When did the mother and son transform into this?

After thinking about it, Marry Jiang took a deep breath and said softly: “Mom,
don’t worry, say something slowly. I won’t hang up, don’t worry.”

Du Xiaoyu didn’t expect her daughter to see through her emotions. She was a
little touched while embarrassed. She sniffed, “Mum actually wants to say, is it
okay to meet?”

After hanging up the phone, Du Xiaoyu cried with her mobile phone in tears.

When her husband Jiang Yanke came in, he saw his wife like this. He thought
something had happened and quickly walked over.

“What happened?”

Du Xiaoyu raised her head and said with teary eyes: “My daughter just called
me.”

Hearing, Jiang Yanke paused and reacted after a moment.

“She is finally willing to contact you?”



“Ok.”

“Hey, this girl has grown up now, has her own ideas, and is getting more and
more out of our control. You have to think about it. After all, she is an
independent individual.”

“I didn’t think about it, I was just worried about what to do when she
encounters things outside by herself, and often doesn’t contact her.”

To put it harshly, I was really afraid that something would happen to Marry
Jiang, but the parents did not know anything. That was the saddest thing.

Jiang Yanke understood her thoughts, walked over and sat down beside her,
reaching out to gently embrace her.

“Okay, don’t think too much. Hasn’t she already contacted you? Did you tell
in-laws about this matter?”

“Not yet.”

Du Xiaoyu shook her head: “Although Marry didn’t mention whether she could
tell her relatives when she called me, I tried it a bit and she probably didn’t
want to contact Phillip.”

“This kid is really…”

“Don’t talk about her. Marry is willing to come back. We have an appointment
to meet in the afternoon for dinner. You must not say anything!”

Jiang Yanke smiled helplessly: “I see, I am Marry’s father. I must be on
Marry’s side with you. Besides, how can I gossip?”

“Ok.”



In the afternoon, Marry Jiang arrived as scheduled. The mother and daughter
had an appointment in a small restaurant and reserved a small box to facilitate
conversation.

And the small box is also quiet, and the two will lose control of their emotions
and they won’t let people see the joke.

Chapter 1535
Small box

Marry Jiang sat quietly, she ordered the hot pot, and little bubbles burst into
the hot pot. Du Xiaoyu hadn’t come yet, so she threw a few pieces of cabbage
and potatoes into it.

She also ordered a few bottles of beer.

The cabbage and potatoes are almost the same. She picked them up and put
them on her plate, then threw a plate of beef into the pot, squeezed the sauce,
waited for the beef to be blanched and rolled in the sauce, then put it on top of
the cabbage , Sandwiched a piece of delicious.

This is her favorite way of eating.

Then she ate a small piece of potato and opened a bottle of beer.

They are all familiar flavors. She has never eaten hot pot in the past six
months abroad. Marry Jiang’s nose is a little sour, so she wiped the corners of
her eyes with a tissue.

Knocking——



When someone knocked on the door, Marry Jiang raised her head. It should
be her mother, right?

Thinking of this, she put down the chopsticks in her hand and got up to open
the door.

When Du Xiaoyu came to see her daughter, she dressed up specially,
changed into a nice dress and put on makeup.

Although she used to like to dress like this before, Du Xiaoyu’s mood has not
been as good as before since Marry went abroad. For a long time, she didn’t
dress up and decorate herself well, and she didn’t even pay much attention to
maintenance. Her skin was getting worse in time.

At the thought of seeing her daughter, she put on a mask before putting on
makeup to make herself look less old.

When the mother and daughter met, they were a little quiet for each other, and
it took a long time before Marry Jiang reluctantly pulled the corners of her lips.

“Mom.”

Du Xiaoyu walked carefully into the box.

Boom!

After the box door closed, Du Xiaoyu saw that she was eating hot pot.

“I don’t know when my mom will come, so I ate some and drank some wine.”

After speaking, Marry Jiang hiccupped, then the mother and son were both
taken aback, and couldn’t help laughing at each other after a while.



After laughing at each other, tears couldn’t help but flutter in the eyes of the
two of them, and then they were out of control.

After being out of control, the makeup on the faces of the two of them was
spent, but after all, they were mother and child, so in the end they didn’t make
up the makeup, so they sat down to eat hot pot.

Du Xiaoyu looked at it and immediately said, “What kind of hot pot are you,
you have to be spicy for hot pot. You stayed in a foreign country for too long
and you can’t eat it anymore, right?”

“Who said I can’t eat it? I didn’t add spicy because of you, okay?”

“Oh, do you still think about me?” Du Xiaoyu opened up a mocking mode to
Marry Jiang, “you can’t get it? You grew up eating spicy food in my stomach.
Can you still be spicier than me?”

“Mom, you are really lagging behind. Haven’t you heard that the waves behind
the Yangtze River push the waves forward? You and I are definitely not
spicier.”

“Let the waiter come up and compare?”

“Okay, compare and compare.”

After that, the mother and daughter called the waiter to add chili. The whole
pot burned fiery red. The hot oil burned the thrown food to the same color.
When they picked it up, there was hot smoke in the air. She competed one by
one.

The mother and daughter ate with some vengeance until they sweated like
rain and their stomachs burned like fire.



Du Xiaoyu glanced at Marry Jiang and scolded her: “Dead girl, thinking you
have gone abroad for half a year, you should be uncomfortable with chili
peppers. I didn’t expect it to be so edible, so I would die?”

Hearing, Marry Jiang blinked beautiful eyes, “The elders want to let the
younger ones, Mom, I’m your daughter, do you still have to compare with
me?”

“No comparison, no comparison.” Du Xiaoyu waved her hand and poured a
sip of beer into her mouth. “If you compare it, your mother’s stomach will
explode.”

In fact, Marry Jiang was too, but the two were fighting, and it was like this
somehow.

Her stomach was burning badly, but she couldn’t drink anything anymore.
Marry could only stop all her actions and lay down at the table, “Mom.”

The call was soft and long, as if regressing to ten years ago.

Marry was still a child at that time, and stayed by Du Xiaoyu’s side all day
long. Whenever she asked for something, she lay on the table, looked at her
pitifully, and screamed softly.

She was already a mother/Marry in front of her, and in Du Xiaoyu’s eyes, she
suddenly became the soft and cute little girl back then.

“Mom, I miss him so much.”

Marry Jiang’s face was a little blushing when she was drinking, and her eyes
were a little lost when she looked at Du Xiaoyu. Du Xiaoyu knew that she was
drinking and starting to talk nonsense.



“Miss him.” Marry Jiang pursed her lips and her eyes were red. “But why didn’t
he come to me? He still remembers the white moonlight in his heart, right? I
know, I know me. I shouldn’t have come back. He didn’t even send me a
message after I walked for half a year. He said that he would wait for me to
come back. I see, he really wanted me to leave!”

Speaking of this, Marry Jiang suddenly slapped the table vigorously, “After I
leave, he can go find the Bai Yueguang he puts on the tip of his heart!”

The more she spoke, the more angry, Marry Jiang’s hand suddenly swept to
the side, and accidentally pushed the dishes off the table, making a huge
cracking sound.

“Ah!” Marry Jiang was taken aback, stretched out her hand to cover her heart,
hugged herself and curled up on the chair: “You scared the baby, why doesn’t
Phillip, a dog man, come to protect me? He must be looking for his Bai
Yueguang, and every time something happens, he will turn to her!”

“Obviously! I am his girlfriend! But I can only watch, watch him run towards
others, why?”

Something rustled down in her eyes and hit the back of her hand. The drunk
Marry Jiang reached out like a child to pick it up. After holding it in her palm,
she stared curiously for several times.

“What is this?” She held the tears in her palm and looked at Du Xiaoyu who
was sitting opposite.

Du Xiaoyu originally felt that her stomach was burning like a fire and
extremely uncomfortable, but after hearing Marry Jiang’s words, her heart felt
like a boulder was pressed, and she was almost out of breath.

She glanced at the tears in Marry Jiang’s palm, took a deep breath, calmed
her emotions and told her.



“Little fool, these are your tears.”

“No!” Unexpectedly, Marry Jiang shook her head vigorously to refute her,
looking very serious: “This is not a tear!”

She lowered her head, her expression seemed to become self-deprecating,
her eyes were bitter, “This is my heart.”

Hearing, Du Xiaoyu’s heart was shocked, as if she had been stabbed by
thousands of needles, “Marry…”

“I gave him my heart, why doesn’t he still love me?” Marry Jiang muttered in a
low voice, while making ridiculous movements, but for Du Xiaoyu, such Marry
Jiang only Distressed, endless distressed.

She turned her back, wiped her tears fiercely, then stood up and walked to
Marry Jiang’s side, “Go, mom will take you to Phillip for an explanation and
ask why he treated you this way!”

Chapter 1536
Hearing Du Xiaoyu said that she would take herself to find Phillip, Marry Jiang
was anxious all of a sudden, and drew her hand back in a panic, retracted into
the chair, and shook her head indiscriminately.

“I won’t go, I won’t go to him, he won’t come to me, he just wants his white
moonlight, and I will lose face if I go to him.”

“What is face?” Du Xiaoyu said angrily: “Does face have your happiness
important? Go back and find him if you want him.”

“No.” Marry Jiang was very persistent, “I won’t go to him, it’s always my
initiative, I’m so tired, I want to rest.”



After speaking, Marry Jiang got up from the chair, grabbed the bag and
walked out.

Du Xiaoyu was startled, and quickly chased him up: “Where are you going?”

“Well, I want to leave, I want Phillip to find me, he likes to abandon me to find
others, then I want to let him know how good I am, Marry Jiang also has
dignity!”

She rushed out violently, so fast that Du Xiaoyu couldn’t stop it at all, so she
could only follow her, but when she got downstairs, Du Xiaoyu was a little slow
and was stopped by the waiter.

“I’m sorry this lady, please pay the bill.”

“Wait a minute, my daughter ran away, I’ll go after her and come back later to
pay.”

“Madam, it’s not compliant like this.”

The service life and death disagreed, Du Xiayu had no choice but to stop and
open the wallet, “How much?”

After asking, she hurriedly took the money and stuffed it into the waiter’s
hand, “I’ll give you these first. I will chase my daughter first. It is dangerous for
her to be drunk.”

The waiter counted the money he had received, but found that there were still
a few less, and then stepped forward to stop her again: “Sorry, madam, you
didn’t have enough money.”

Du Xiaoyu was so angry that she wanted to scold her mother, but felt that she
was at a loss, so she could only stop and earnestly count the money to the
waiter.



“Thank you.”

As a result of this tossing, Du Xiaoyu wanted to find Marry Jiang again, but
found that this girl had already run away without a trace. She looked around
for several times and didn’t see Marry Jiang’s figure. Can only call Marry
Jiang.

But Marry Jiang was crazy at this time and didn’t answer her call at all.

Du Xiaoyu was so angry for a moment, why didn’t she choose a restaurant
where she checked out in advance? She has to pay after the meal. If she
pays in advance, she won’t lose her daughter.

Marry, a dead girl, has a disadvantage, that is, she goes crazy after getting
drunk, and hopes that she will not have an accident.

Phillip just finished talking about a project, and then took care of the rest in the
company before packing up his things and leaving.

While taking the elevator, he happened to ran into the girl who confessed to
him last time.

When the girl came in, she obviously didn’t expect Phillip to be here. She was
taken aback for a moment, and then asked him, “Can I come in?”

Phillip felt nothing, and pursed his thin lips, “Come in.”

After the girl limped in, Phillip looked at her more and asked, “What’s wrong?”
out of the concern of his company colleagues.

The girl was a little embarrassed and blushed, “I didn’t wear high heels, so I
twisted it.”



Phillip looked at her feet and found that she was indeed wearing a pair of high
heels today. For a while, there was silence in the elevator, and neither of them
spoke.

She was rejected by Phillip last time, so the girl knew it in her heart, and she
didn’t plan to pester Phillip again. After all, feelings cannot be forced,
everyone has their own fate.

Forcibly stalking, she can’t do this kind of thing.

So the ankle turned back into a twisted ankle, and she did not ask Phillip to
send him to the hospital.

After a while, Phillip probably felt a little embarrassed and said, “Do you need
me to take you to the hospital?”

After all, there were only two of them in the elevator. He cared a little and
knew that her foot was injured, but it seemed that it was impossible not to
mention it.

Hearing, the girl raised her head in surprise, but her eyes darkened a bit when
she thought of something, she lowered her eyes and shook her head.

“Thank you, but no need, I have already called the car, I will have to sit
downstairs later.”

Have you called a car? In that case, Phillip didn’t speak any more.

When the elevator reached the first floor, Phillip stepped forward and walked
outside. The girl limped behind Phillip while leaning on the wall. Looking at his
back, she felt a little sad, if he was willing to help her. Up.



No, he was waiting for his wife to come back. How could he have such
expectations? Soon, those boring fantasies in the girls’ hearts were shattered
by reality.

After walking a few steps, she noticed that Phillip’s pace was a bit slow, and
then turned her head and glanced at her: “Is your car outside?”

“Yup.”

Phillip was originally planning to pay attention to her, but later saw this girl
very consciously. It is impossible to save herself from death, so she could only
walk to her and help her: “I will send you there.”

“Thank you.”

When Phillip sent the girl into the car, closed the door for her, and was about
to go back to pick up his car, he turned his head and saw a familiar figure
standing not far away.

At first he thought he had read it wrong, which was a little unbelievable, but
when he saw it again, the man stood there still, with tears on his face.

“Marry?” Phillip was stunned for a long time, then suddenly reacted and strode
forward.

After not wanting to see him move, Marry, who had been standing still before,
turned around and ran away. The panic and uneasiness in Phillip’s heart
instantly expanded to the greatest extent, and he quickly overtook him with
nothing to worry about.

Then when he chased Marry, he found her running in a chaotic direction, as if
she didn’t know where she was running. After a while, she ran in one
direction, but she was running fast.



Xiao Tiansheng was tall and tall, especially those legs, which were extremely
slender. When he ran, his feet were like shooting stars.

In fact, Phillip didn’t run slower than her. The speeds of the two were equal,
but Marry had been separated from herself by a certain distance before, so
this distance kept pulling.

Phillip quickly rallied his energy to narrow the distance, and finally rushed
forward and hugged Marry.

At the moment when he hugged the entity, Phillip heard something exploded
in his ear. He was really scared. He was afraid that what he saw was an
illusion. When he hugged a person, the person was gone in an instant.

Unlike now, Marry was actually held in her arms by him, although because he
pounced too hard, the two of them wanted to pounce.

Phillip used his hand to turn her up, using his body as a pad for Marry.

After that, his back rubbed fiercely on the floor. After the hot/spicy pain, his
five senses became clearer, and Marry in front of him was still held in his
arms.

It’s just that Marry seemed to react, struggling hard.

Phillip hugged her tightly and shouted unbearably: “Don’t leave me anymore!”

Chapter 1537
Don’t leave him anymore!

Leaving again, he was really afraid that he could not bear it. For the past six
months, Phillip has lived like a tool man. Apart from going to work every day,



he takes care of his children. If it is not for a glimmer of hope, if it is not the
words Stella told him before. .

He really wanted to find Marry and find her back, but he was worried that
when he went to find her, Marry would resist him as much as before, and the
problem between the two would not be resolved.

Therefore, he can only endure it.

The young lady said before that whether she would come back or not
depends on her feelings for him. He thought he could not wait, but he did not
expect that she would actually wait.

She has come back!

As the young lady said, she could actually think more clearly when she left
him, so now she is back.

Now that she came back, Phillip would never let her leave again.

“Let go of me.” Marry Jiang struggled hard, pushing Phillip: “You let me go,
Phillip, you bastard, I will ignore you from now on, you are actually with
another woman again , Who is she? Is it your new lover?”

Phillip was a little dazed at first, but later realized that Marry Jiang might have
seen the scene where she was supporting the female/colleague just now.

Phillip scolded herself in his heart. He had known that he would not be nosy.
What does the life and death of others have to do with him?

Thinking of this, Phillip quickly explained, “No, she is just a female/colleague
of the company, and her foot was injured, so I sent her to the car.”



“Foot hurt? Another foot hurt, why do you have so many people to save? Then
you can help her, don’t hold me, you let me go.”

Facing her struggle, Xiao Xiao not only didn’t let her go, but tightened her
tighter, as if to melt her in his body.

There were people coming and going on the street, and the sudden
appearance of the couple really shocked people. Some stayed to watch the
show, while others shook their heads and left.

“Don’t let go, since you’re back, I won’t let you leave me again, I’m fed up with
Marry!”

When the words were over, Phillip pinched her chin and kissed it without
scruples.

On this street where people come and go, kiss desperately like this,

The pain of lovesickness for half a year is all in this kiss. He kissed so deeply
and ecstatically that he pried her lips and her teeth into her heart.

Although it hasn’t been long for half a year, but the kiss is still familiar, he can
still easily find her sensitive points, Marry Jiang from the beginning of
resistance to the end slowly surrendered and attached.

The others thought that this pair was going to quarrel, and they thought it was
a love triangle drama after listening to the conversation. Who knew they
actually went to kiss, so several of the girls couldn’t help taking out their
mobile phones and taking pictures.

As a result, the girls turned black when they looked at the camera.

What kind of world is this? People abuse dogs when they go shopping. It’s
really a bird/beast!



When the kiss was over, Phillip was slapped in the face by Marry Jiang.

Snapped…

Several people who took the video thought that this wave was dog abuse, but
they didn’t expect that the girls were still unwilling. They were all gossips.

“Are you the only way to do this?” Marry Jiang looked at him coldly, drunk
before, and at this time the alcohol had already run away.

This was the most sober time since she drank.

At first, she came to find Phillip, wanting to see how he is now, and whether
he is living as usual after losing himself, or is it painful.

Then she saw him help another girl out of the company.

She was away for half a year. He didn’t go to find her, but he helped another
girl in the company, and she was still thinking of him.

It’s so ridiculous.

Although she drank a lot of alcohol today, Marry Jiang has never been so
sober as she is now.

She stood up and looked at Phillip condescendingly.

“The kiss just now was the last one for you, Phillip, we are over.”

After speaking, Marry Jiang turned around and left.

Without taking a few steps, Phillip really caught up.



“Because of the scene you just saw? I can explain, I have nothing to do with
her, she is just a female in the company, a colleague, I just go with it.”

Marry Jiang wiped away her tears and walked forward with a cold face, no
matter what Phillip said, she ignored him.

Seeing that she did not answer the question, Phillip could only continue to
explain, “What I said is true. She twisted her foot when entering the elevator,
so I gave her a hand. After getting in the car, I didn’t care about her anymore. ,
You saw it just now.”

Marry Jiang still ignored Phillip, Phillip had no choice but to change the
subject, “When did you come back? Why didn’t you tell me so I could pick you
up?”

Pick her up?

Hearing this, Marry Jiang sneered a few times in her heart, did not answer her
words, just asked: “What about the child?”

She took the initiative to ask the child about this, which made Phillip very
happy, “The child is at home, are you going to see him?”

“Yeah.” Marry Jiang nodded indifferently, as if the person who ran away crying
just now was not her at all.

After that, Phillip took Marry Jiang back home. Liang Yahe was taking a child
at home. She heard the door rang and thought it was Phillip who was off work.
In the past six months, she had a deep grudge against her son, so she left
when he went home. She doesn’t want to see him at all.

So when Phillip came back, Liang Yahe began to pack up and prepare to go
home.



When she walked to the door, she realized that the person who came in was
actually…

“Marry?” When Liang Yahe saw Marry, she thought it was her eyes that had a
problem. Otherwise, how could she have seen Marry come back?

Marry didn’t expect to run into Liang Yahe, and then shouted, “Mom.”

Hearing that mother, Liang Yahe’s eyes were red immediately, and she didn’t
know what to do for a long time, so she just stood there with red eyes.

Marry Jiang had just cried before, and now she is crying again. She hurriedly
held back her tears and stepped forward, “Mom, I will come back to see the
child. Where is the child? Are you awake?”

Only then did Liang Yahe react, and quickly wiped away the tears from the
corners of her eyes and nodded quickly.

“Just fell asleep, now in my little room, why are you…”

“Then mom accompany me to have a look, okay?”

“It is good.”

After that, Liang Ya and Marry Jiang went to the small room to see the
children.

“I haven’t seen it for half a year, and the child is no longer the baby that Marry
Jiang saw at the time. Although the basic facial features are there, it has
gradually changed, and it has become more fleshy and stronger than before.”

Phillip stood at the door and did not come in.



Marry Jiang looked at the child’s quiet sleeping face, her eyes softened, “Has
he named it yet?”

Liang Yahe and shook her head: “No, Phillip said that you will take it again
when you come back.”

Hearing, Marry Jiang had a meal and would take it when she came back? In
other words, is she waiting for his return?

However, since you are waiting for her, why don’t you wait well? Why should
she still see such a scene?

Chapter 1538
Thinking of it, Marry Jiang still felt very angry. She took a few deep breaths to
calm her emotions and said nothing.

Liang Yahe looked at her for a while, and suddenly said, “You can stay quiet
with him for a while.”

Liang Yahe went out after speaking, and then closed the door for Marry Jiang.

Then she dragged Phillip to a distance and asked, “What’s the matter?”

Phillip pursed his thin lips, but did not answer.

Liang Yahe felt that she should be speechless for a while, and didn’t ask any
more. Originally, she decided to go home, but now Marry is here, Liang Yahe
doesn’t want to go anymore and decides to stay.

“Phillip, now you go to the supermarket to buy more things and come back. I
will stay here to cook at night. Marry is back here. I have to add vegetables to
her. Seeing that this child has lost so much weight.”



Phillip didn’t want to leave. He was very worried that he would go out and
come back. Marry ran away from him again, so she stood on the spot with his
thin lips, and did not agree or refuse.

“What are you doing? If you don’t go shopping, what will Marry eat tonight?
Besides, she has come back and will definitely not leave again. What are you
worried about?”

Phillip was extremely disturbed. Marry’s eyes and reactions made him feel
that she didn’t want to return to him, she just came to see the child, and she
would see him…

It is also highly probable that she would act out of control because she drank
alcohol.

After all, Marry had never lost control of Jessica’s things before when she was
sober. The loss of control this time made Phillip see her heart clearly, but at
the same time she began to worry.

“Go, I will guard Marry for you. Before you come back, Mom will definitely find
a way to keep her.”

Being urged like this by Liang Yahe, Xiao Xiao turned around and went to the
supermarket to buy things.

Marry Jiang sat with the child in the room for a long time, and took a photo of
him with her mobile phone. She quietly remained silent, thinking that this
would not wake the child.

But she didn’t expect the child to wake up soon after she took the photo, and
then stared at her with a pair of clean and clear eyes, not crying or making
trouble, very cute.



“Baby.” Marry Jiang got excited, put down his mobile phone and moved
forward and picked up the child. He hugged and said: “I am a mother.”

“I haven’t seen him for half a year. Marry Jiang thought the child would cry, or
would not let her hold it. He didn’t expect that after being held by her, the child
stretched out his fist to rub her chin, saying something Marry Jiang in his
mouth. Children’s language that cannot be understood.”

“What are you talking about? Mom doesn’t understand, I’m your mother, do
you know?” Marry Jiang grabbed his small fist and laughed, his eyes were
hot, he hugged the child a few minutes, and pressed his cheeks. He said,
“Mom misses you so much, do you miss your mother?”

The mother and son got along in the room for a while, Liang Yahe had been
waiting outside, and did not bother to go in.

After a while, the door opened.

Liang Yahe got up immediately, and then saw Marry Jiang walking out holding
the child.

“Marry, the child is awake? How about, the family is still teaching him to talk,
but he is too young to learn.”

Marry Jiang’s face was a little pale, and her smile was somewhat reluctant.

“It’s okay, I’m still young now, it’s not normal to teach.”

“In the future, you will teach it yourself. The first thing the child called is his
mother. If you teach a few more words, he will definitely learn it.” Liang Yahe
said this sentence is actually implying Marry Jiang, how could Marry Jiang not
listen when she came out, she wanted her to stay.

Marry Jiang did not answer her words, but looked at Liang Yahe quietly.



Facing Marry Jiang like this, Liang Yahe couldn’t keep the smile on her face,
so they could only smile reluctantly: “What’s the matter?”

Marry Jiang said softly: “Mom, I want to take him to live with me for a few
days, okay?”

Hearing this, Liang Yahe was really panicked.

Before Marry said that she was leaving, she didn’t panic like she is now,
because Marry left the child with Phillip, which shows that Marry might return
in the future.

But after half a year, she came back, this time she wanted to take the child
away.

What does this show? It probably means that she really wants to leave Phillip
this time. Taking the child away now is the first step. Then…

Liang Yahe hardly dared to think further, the more he thought about it, the
more shocking it became.

For a long time, she did not retrieve her voice, and the blood on her face
disappeared.

“Sorry mom, I haven’t seen him for half a year. I really miss the child. I will
take him out for a few days, OK?”

“Xiao, Marry.” Liang Yahe finally came over. She pulled Marry Jiang’s sleeve
anxiously, and said nervously like a child who was about to be abandoned:
“Why are you going out to live? You are not here now. Are you? There are so
many rooms in this family, you just pick one, or you don’t like this house? Or,
Phillip and I will pay for your young couple to buy another set? Or do you think
you think it’s not convenient for Mom to live here. Don’t worry, if Mom doesn’t



live here, she will come over to help Phillip take care of the children during the
day, and he will take care of them at night.”

When she was in a hurry, Liang Yahe talked a lot. This humble attitude made
Marry Jiang feel very distressed, “Mom, don’t do this, I just want him to go out
and live for a few days.”

“Mom is okay. Mom is just giving you advice, which one do you think is
better?”

Marry Jiang did not answer.

“Then think about it again, think about it, tell mom, can you?”

“Mom, I just want to take him out for a few days, I… don’t want to live here.”

The smile on Liang Yahe’s face finally could not be maintained, and gradually
disappeared without a trace. She sighed heavily and said with compassion in
her eyes: “I just asked Phillip to go to the supermarket to buy things and said
that you would stay at night. For dinner, I want to make you a delicious meal.
This kid is reluctant to go. I told him that he didn’t want it for a long time. Now I
finally understand. After half a year, you still haven’t forgiven Phillip, have
you?”

Marry Jiang hugged the child in her arms tightly, blinked without speaking.

Seeing her movements, Liang Yahe sighed helplessly: “What are you afraid
of? You gave birth to the child. If you really want to take it away, no one will
snatch him from you.”

Hearing that, Marry Jiang raised her head in shock.



“I understand your feelings. I am a woman myself. Although our Xiao family
also wants children, if we consider from the perspective of children, I would
suggest that children choose mothers.”

Marry Jiang’s eyes moistened instantly.

Her mother-in-law is really the best mother-in-law in the world, and there will
never be a second one.

“But Marry, can’t you really think about it anymore? How long have you been
together with Phillip? After half a year of separation, do you really want to be
separated? In the past six months, have you not had it once, even if only one
an instant regret? Although the child can follow you, do you think that a child
without the love of the father and the mother is really complete?”

Chapter 1539
Marry Jiang considered this point.

But then she think about it, she is not the kind of person who will make herself
feel wronged for the sake of her children.

She chooses to give birth to a child, to be responsible for the child, and to give
her the best possible, but this is based on the life she wants to live.

She alone can also give her children a better life.

Suppose, she and Phillip are not happy together, then it is regarded as a
complete parental love for the child, but how sensitive is the child, whether the
parental relationship is good, do they not know?

She didn’t want to instill this kind of emotion in her children from an early age.



“Hey, you talk too much. You must be annoying. Mom will not say it anymore.”
Liang Yahe wiped the corners of her eyes sadly. When she was sad, she
couldn’t help herself up: “I watch every day for the past six months. When
Phillip works two lines at one point and two lines, taking care of the children,
and waiting for you to come back every day, my mother thinks everything he
does should be useful, Marry can definitely see his painstaking and waiting ,
Even if you don’t come back so early, it’s good to come back.”

“Unexpectedly, you came back, just want to take the child away with you.”

Speaking of the last, Liang Yahe couldn’t help crying in a low voice. Marry
Jiang felt as uncomfortable as there were thousands of ants in her heart, but
she couldn’t do anything.

She could only stand in place and wait for Liang Yahe to finish crying, and
then stood up and said to her: “Let’s go. Before Phillip comes back, I will
explain to him when he comes back.”

Marry Jiang was a little surprised, “Mom?”

“Go, but you have to promise mom, give yourself more time to think carefully,
don’t sentence Phillip to death all at once, I know a little bit about the things
between you. Boy, don’t be too attached to the past, Phillip His heart now
belongs to you completely.”

The last sentence touched Marry Jiang, but it was a momentary matter. She
nodded quickly: “I know Mom, I will think about it, then I will take the child and
leave.”

“Go ahead.”

When Marry Jiang walked with the child in her arms, Liang Yahe didn’t even
dare to turn her head, and didn’t dare to look at it more, for fear that she could
not help but step forward to stop the mother and son.



She is a mother, and her heart will definitely be biased towards Phillip, but it is
precisely because she will be biased towards Phillip, so she considered for
her from the standpoint of Marry. Marry is also a mother. She definitely hope
Live with your own children.

If she were to get a divorce, she would definitely want to raise her own
children if the financial situation permits.

Boom!

Liang Yahe sat on the sofa and did not move until the door closed.

From the joy when he saw Marry to Marry leaving with the child, it was nothing
more than falling from heaven into hell.

She is in this mood as a mother, and her son will definitely feel more sad
when she knows.

She doesn’t know how long she has been sitting there. Phillip came back with
a bunch of things. After returning, he silently put the things in the refrigerator.
Liang Yahe watched there and saw that she had filled the refrigerator, and
when he came back, he Nor did he ask Marry Jiang about it.

This silly boy, didn’t he think Marry was still with the child in the house?

Thinking of this, Liang Yahe said: “Don’t prepare, she is gone.”

Hearing, Phillip’s hand movement paused, and then he continued to stuff
things into the refrigerator, acting a bit like a robot, and it seemed a little
numb.

Liang Yahe couldn’t help but get angry, and she directly cursed: “Did you not
hear what I said to you? Marry left, and she took the child with her. Why did



you not respond? How did you follow Like a dead person? You are still not
someone’s husband and father!”

Phillip still did not respond, for a long while, he seemed to have lost all his
strength.

“Then what can I do?”

“What?”

“What can I do? She doesn’t want to come back to me. In half a year, maybe
she really made a choice.”

Having said that, Phillip lowered his eyes and pulled his lips helplessly,
“Perhaps I should respect her choice. I don’t want to do anything to force her.”

“What is reluctance?” Liang Yahe really didn’t understand the meaning of her
words, and pushed her shoulder silently: “You are the father of the child. You
are fighting for it, are you trying to understand?”

“Mom, stop talking.”

Phillip pushed his hand away and turned back to the room.

He locked himself in the room, closed his eyes and thought. For the past six
months, he has calmed down every day not to disturb Marry Jiang. What is
the end? After Marry came back, she took the child away. To be honest, if it
was her decision, he seemed to be unable to restrict her.

After all, although Marry stayed with him when she was in confinement, she
had been very unhappy all the time.

Perhaps the two are not suitable for marriage at all.



Sure enough, he complied with the fortune-telling sentence, either life or
death.

Phillip stretched out his hand to hide his face and laughed bitterly.

For a long time, a crystal liquid overflowed from the fingers.

After Marry Jiang took the child away, she called Du Xiaoyu. Du Xiaoyu was
almost looking for a madman. Suddenly, he found Marry Jiang had taken the
initiative to call, so he quickly picked up.

“Noob?”

“Mom, I got the baby.”

Du Xiaoyu was shocked for a long time before asking her: “Where are you
now?”

Marry Jiang said an address, and then sat on the side of the road with the
child in her arms. After waiting, Du Xiaoyu rushed over.

She couldn’t believe it at first, but was shocked when she saw that the child
Marry Jiang was holding was her grandson.

“Xiao, Marry, have you seen Phillip?”

Marry Jiang sat there, the whole person was as if she had been drunk, Du
Xiaoyu talked to her for a long time before she recovered, then raised her
head to look at her.

“Well, I just saw it.”



Du Xiaoyu looked at her expression and felt very bad in her heart, so she
could only reach out her hand: “Come, let me hold the baby for you.”

“No, I haven’t seen him for a long time, I hold it myself.”

Marry Jiang stood up, and then asked, “Does Mom have anything to prepare
for children? I want to take him to stay at home for a few days.”

“Of course.” Du Xiaoyu nodded. Since having this grandson, her family has
always prepared the things he needs. Phillip will bring the children over every
weekend, so no matter what he eats at home, everything is new. of.

“Okay, there is no problem, let’s go.”

On the way back, Du Xiaoyu wanted to ask Marry Jiang several times what he
thought in his heart, but in the end he held it back and sighed helplessly in his
heart.

What else to ask? Anyway, no matter what the daughter thinks, she will
unconditionally support her as a mother. Since this is the case, there is
nothing to ask.

Just when he was about to get home, Marry Jiang suddenly took the initiative
to speak to her: “Mom, I plan to divorce Phillip.”

Hearing, Du Xiaoyu took a breath, feeling that she couldn’t relax for a long
time.

“Divorce, divorce?”


